Altered hemispheric asymmetry during word processing in dyslexic children: an event-related potential study.
The present event-related potential study aimed at finding neurophysiological correlates of inadequate reading performances in developmental dyslexia. By using the same set of words in different linguistic tasks, we found variations of cortical asymmetry between dyslexic individuals and controls starting with the N420, a component supposed to index the phonological processing during reading. Whereas in controls this component was left lateralized, in disabled readers it was more distributed across hemispheres. The observed lack of lateralization in dyslexic individuals was also found in the later slow negative wave that developed in the 700 to 1500-ms time interval. We postulate that the altered asymmetry is related to an impairment of the grapheme-phoneme conversion mechanism. The findings would therefore support the hypothesis of a phonological deficit underlying this learning disability.